THE TELOS FUND FOR INNOVATION IN TECHNOLOGY FOR EQUITY IN LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES

Request for Proposals | Stanford GSE Masters Students
Due Date: March 1, 2019

TELOS is now accepting applications for GSE masters students. Students may apply for awards used to support a research project, design project, or travel to a relevant conference. Awards will be granted up to $2500. Submissions are due March 1, 2019.

Application form can be found here.

Grantee Deliverables
Student Awards
Graduate student recipients should plan to complete these deliverables as part of the terms of the award:
- A short written report summarizing findings or progress made during the award period;
- A web-friendly summary of the work; and
- A talk with Q&A session at a TELOS luncheon or seminar series held during the academic year following the award.

Criteria for Selection
1. Scholarly merit and scholarly innovation. Is the research design both compelling and innovative?
2. Potential to advance the TELOS mission. To what degree might the project help increase equity in learning opportunities through technology?
3. Clear and well-articulated design including timeline and budget.
4. Of interest: Collaboration across departments or disciplines, partnerships with industry, schools or other educational organizations.

Please submit all questions and requests for clarification to Javier Heinz (javheinz@stanford.edu).

Applications: Links for each available award type at http://telos.stanford.edu/funding-opportunities